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GLOBAL GRANTS

Directed Gift Naming Opportunities
Special opportunities are available to those who wish to support global grant activities through a
directed gift. A directed gift will be fully expended, usually in the year after the gift is made. The
global grant(s) funded by the gift will carry the name of the donor or a loved one — for instance, the
John and Jane Smith Global Grant for Basic Education and Literacy. Rotary will provide the donor
with information about the project(s) their gift helped make possible.
Directed gifts will provide support to humanitarian projects, scholarships, and vocational training
teams in one of Rotary’s areas of focus:
• Peace and conflict prevention/resolution
• Disease prevention and treatment
• Water and sanitation
• Maternal and child health
• Basic education and literacy
• Economic and community development
Options available are:
$15,000+	Funds one or more global grants with an area of focus chosen by the donor.
A geographic preference for the grant, such as Africa, Asia, or Latin America, may be
specified. When a global grant is identified, the donor will receive a letter with general
information regarding the grant.
$30,000+	Funds one or more global grants with an area of focus chosen by the donor. The donor
may specify the district that will develop the grant, as well as the project or activity
type: humanitarian project, scholarship, or vocational training team. A geographic
preference for the grant, such as Africa, Asia, or Latin America, may be specified.
When a grant is identified, the donor will receive a report with specific information
on the grant funded by the gift.
$150,000+	Funds one or more global grants as described above. Additionally, the donor may
specify up to two areas of focus and may choose to support any current special
initiatives of the Foundation — for example, the WASH in Schools initiative. When
a global grant is identified, the donor will receive a personalized report that includes
general information on the grant, the amount of additional funds that were leveraged,
and pictures (when available).
$75,000Entrepreneurial Named Gift for Peace
$1,000,000	
A directed gift that is fully expended on new opportunities within Rotary’s peace
programs for global grants and the Rotary Peace Centers. Examples may be
workshops, retreats, and other new initiatives.
Directed gifts are typically supplemented with other Rotary funding that leverages and maximizes each
gift. Please contact The Rotary Foundation to discuss the opportunity that is best for you.
Gifts will be established with The Rotary Foundation’s approval.
All monetary amounts in this document are in U.S. dollars.

